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Snapchat streak support contact

Snapchat was one of the first photo and video sharing apps to specialize in self-destruct images after the recipient opened them. Although this led to raised eyebrows over the dubious nature of how the app was used, it didn't stop lots of people from jumping on the Snapchat train. Just snap a photo or
video, write on it or add text, add a self-destruct timer, and send it on its way. Nowadays Snapchat is more than just your average photo and video sharing app, but also supports private messaging as well. Simply add your friends and start sharing. One of the unique features of Snapchat that sets it apart
from other private photo sharing services is the My Story option. If you ever take a photo that you want to share with all your Snapchat contacts, just add it to the My Story section. Anything you add will be visible for 24 hours from the time you snapped it. After that it will disappear in nothingness along with
the rest of your Snapchats. In the latest updates Snapchat has also added the ability to video chat face-to-face with other Snapchat users. Snapchat will never store your photos, videos or messages on its servers, but as always, Snapchat can't prevent users from taking screenshots of your photos or
videos. It may let you know when it happens but as always, just assume that what you put on the internet will stay on the internet in some form. But that's not to say that all Snapchatters are up to no good. If you have many friends using the service, it definitely makes for a fun and unique way to share
memories and stay in touch. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. According to words, Snap, the company that makes Snapchat, plans to go public. If so, it will be the largest IPO of a technology company in two years. I don't use Snapchat. And no wonder: Most people
who use it are under 25, and the company said in 2013 that 70% of its users are women. I'm neither. At the same time, I've been dying to understand Snapchat. I mean, it's a great cultural force: 150 million people use it every day. The company has not yet made a profit, but turned down Facebook's $3
billion offer. The IPO it's working on would value it at $25 billion. So I decided to dive in, to talk to people, to pound on this app until I finally understood it. Here, for the benefit of people who don't understand Snapchat, is what I discovered. First, you need to know that Snapchat really is three apps
crammed into one. Feature 1: Self-destructing messagesSnapchat's primary (and best-known) feature is that it allows you to send self-accurate photos to people. To be more precise, you can snap a picture or record a 10-second video, dress it up with funny overlays, write and format caption, draw on it
with your finger if you want, and then send it to specified friends. Once they've seen your snap, it disappears forever. Even the company can't get it back. You can also send snaps publicly to all your on a timeline (here called your Story), à la Facebook or Instagram; the difference is that whatever you post
on Snapchat disappears after 24 hours. For non-teenagers, the whole concept is a bit bizarre. Why would you take photos and videos knowing that they will disappear after a viewing? Isn't the whole purpose of photos and videos to capture cherished memories seen years from now? Here's my theory:
Deep down, Snapchat's appeal has to do with teenage insecurity. Usually, what you post online there is forever. It could come back to haunt you. Everything on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, the web, text messages, emails — it will always be there for people to judge you. Maybe your parents will see it. A
college admissions officer. A prospective employer. But Snapchat is taking the pressure off. If your snap is goofy or badly framed or embarrassing or incriminating – you don't care! Post it anyway. No employer or principal or parent will ever find it and dislike. Furthermore, there are no comments, no Like
buttons, none counted by how many friends you have. No judgment. All of this gives Snapchat an honesty, an authenticity, an immediacy the other social media apps lack — and that millennials love. Screenshot loopholeIt's true, by the way, that if someone sends you a snap, you can take a screenshot of
it before it disappears, which preserves it forever and, presumably, defeat the whole purpose of Snapchat. (To take a screenshot on your iPhone, tap the sleep and home buttons at the same time; on most Android phones, press the volume down and home buttons.) The app notifies you when an image
has been screened before it disappears. But also that feature can be defeated using small hacks that are easy to find online. So I couldn't help but wonder: Why would anyone risk sending naughty or risky things, knowing that it could be caught forever? A good answer came from a defendant on Quora: If
you don't trust someone not to take advantage of you, don't send them as snapping; it's really that easy. Another came from a high schooler I interviewed: No one really thinks that the point of Snapchat is to send messages that will delete... unless there's something secret or embarrassing, I guess.
Anyway, I don't think people care if you screenshot anything. Either way, the screenshot loophole doesn't seem to bother anyone. One more exception: Once a day, you can watch a snap one more time if you missed it. Amazingly, you can also pay to view snaps again (three replays for a dollar). Most of
the time, no one cares. (I didn't even know it was a feature. Nor did my cousins — noted avid Snapchat users, my high school source said.) Feature 2: Standard chat programMany teens use Snapchat all the time. They send many, many snaps. They live in the app. The Snapchat people have fanned that
flame by adding text, voice and video chat to the app. You can have a conversation by typing, by talking or by video talking, and you can pop in cute sweet Stickers. Even these messages disappear, when both parties have read them. Feature 3: A news appThe third face of Snapchat's personality is its
latest incarnation as a news app. Online publications can post their own stuff for you to read: ESPN, Comedy Central, BuzzFeed, People, National Geographic, CNN, and others are already on board. What does any of this have to do with chatting with friends or sending self-destruct photos? Turns me off,
but I'd guess it has something to do with Snapchat trying to make money. (Most of my teenage sources say they don't even look at these articles.) Snapchat the UnknowableSnapchat wins no prizes for ease of use. In fact, it's incredibly difficult to figure out, filled with unmarked icons and confusingarrayed
screens. Many functions do not have buttons at all; You get to them by swiping across the screen in different directions (as shown by the arrows here), which is something you kind of have to stumble upon. (Maybe this is also part of the appeal to teenagers. Each generation of teenagers has their secret,
homegrown culture — slang, music, rituals — deliberately designed to shut out or mystify their parents. Perhaps mastering Snapchat's bizarre layout makes its fans feel like insiders in an exclusive club.) Over time, Snapchat has been burdened by an almost absurd range of features. My impression is that
it is popular despite this feature-it is, not because of it. How to use SnapchatAll as I said, here's a quick guide to getting started:Features 2 and 3 (chatting and reading articles) is relatively easy. To read the articles published by media organizations, tap the lower-right button (marked Discover in the right
screenshot above) to see the names of magazines and websites and tap in to start reading. For chat, swipe right from the camera screen to see your list of contacts, and then tap one to start typing or calling. That leaves us with the Big One, the primary Snapchat feature, the really funny one: Send self-
investigating photos and videos. When you first open the app, its camera screen appears. It works just like your phone's regular camera app. Press the top right camera button to use your phone's front-facing camera to take a selfie (which is usually the point). Touch the large round trigger to take the
photo. (Or hold it down for up to 10 seconds to record a video.) All Snapchat photos and videos are vertical, by the way; no one turns the phone 90 degrees to take or view them in landscape mode. Once you've snapped a shot, the fun begins: Dress it up. Apply a filter: Swipe horizontally over the photo to
apply a filter — to add a blue or green tint to it all, for example. If you keep swiping, you'll see some really interesting ones: You add the name of your city with a cool graphic another stamps the current time or temperature, yet another stamps your current speed in miles per hour (best if you don't do it it
some stickers: At the top of the screen, the tilted square icon shown here [below, left] opens a page with emoji icons. Tap to stamp one on your photo. At that point, you can drag the sticker around to move it, or pinch/spread with two fingers to enlarge it or shrink it. Type some text: When you press the T
button in the upper-right corner of the photo screen, the keyboard opens [below, left]. Type a caption, and then type Done. Now you can swipe your finger to slide the caption up or down on the photo. Or maybe you prefer giant letters. To do that, press T to make the text huge [below, middle]. Press a third
time to center the text. When it's huge, tap the text itself to open a page with a color slider, so you can change the color [right]. Draw on photo: Tap the pen icon to draw or type on the picture with your finger. Once again, a slider appears so that you can set the color. Put on a virtual mask: You'd never in a
million years stumble upon this feature without hearing about it, but it's hilarious and funny: Snapchat can turn you into a gorilla or a Viking or a bobblehead, either as a still or a video, by adding an animated mask or costume to your live image. To see these program masks (or lenses, as Snapchat calls
them), the trick is to keep your finger down on your own face in live camera view before taking the picture. After a while, a grid appears from a sci-fi movie on the face, and virtual mask icons fill the bottom of the screen. Press one to try. (They change all the time, for variety.) Some come with instructions,
like Open Your Mouth, which triggers a funny animation. When you have a look you like, snap it like a photo or video just like you normally would, by touching or holding your finger down on the round button on the screen. (Snapchat charges $1 each to install new lenses of this type.) (I would have written
that these virtual masks are so witty, new and interesting that it's worth installing Snapchat just to try them out — except that MSQRD is a free app that does exactly the same thing, with even better animations and smarts, and without all the extra clutter of Snapchat. If you have a child and an upcoming
drive, you need to download MSQRD.) Finally, you are ready to post your masterpiece. For this, use the icons at the bottom of the screen:Seconds: The icon in the bottom left indicates how many seconds recipients must view your masterpiece before it disappears. (They will see a countdown.) Save: Your
friends aren't supposed to keep a copy of your photo, but it's OK for you to keep one. Tap Save to keep it in your phone's Photos collection. Post to your story: Again, Story is Snapchat's name on your timeline or newsfeed. It's a way for you to make your snaps viewable for your entire social circle (as you
specify in Settings) – in 24 Select the recipient. When everything is ready to go, tap here to view your friends list, so you can specify who gets your masterpiece. Now you get it? As you now know, first Snapchat mystery — How do you use it? — is easy to solve when you have a cheat sheet. As for the
second mystery— Why do you use it? — it helps to be a teenager. But Snapchat also soared through the ranks because of its convenience, silliness and fun, immediacy — and above all, because whatever you do with it, you won't one day regret it. David Pogue, tech columnist for Yahoo Finance,
welcomes the non-toxic comments in the comments below. On the web, he's davidpogue.com. On Twitter, he's @pogue. On email, he's poguester@yahoo.com. Here's how to get their columns by email. This is a year of innovation. The best stocks to buy in 2021 will reflect this and will represent huge
growth opportunities for investors. Think the next generation of electric vehicles (EVs). Alternative energy plays. Space travel. Legal cannabis. Fintech disruptors. These themes accelerated in 2020 and will push winning stocks higher this year. Recognizing all the changes the novel coronavirus pandemic
ran in recent months, seismic capital company president Eric White looks at these new themes for picking stocks. He told InvestorPlace that as a new normal solidifies, new opportunities will emerge in the stock market. My advice would be to continue to follow the recent growth sectors, but side-step
those that have grown solely because of the pandemic, because it will not last forever. Also, be sure to look at green companies as growth continues in this sector in both the United States and worldwide. ... [T]he new Biden administration will push for infrastructure legislation, and many of the funds would
be set aside for additional alternative energy production and other pro-environmental policies that will help these related businesses. InvestorPlace – Stock Market News, Stock Advice &amp; Trading Tips Given these trends, but investors face a big challenge. Seemingly every day a new IPO (IPO) or
special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) stock advertises itself as a huge growth opportunity in a hot field. How do you sort through the noise and find the real winners? When doing your own research, White recommends charting the big picture for each company. For general investors, my advice is
to also look at industry comps and be sure to pay attention to how the company will sustain growth rather than just how quickly a company grows. Also, be sure to monitor the general market of the company you are interested in, as well as their competitors, and their traction within the space. 7 Great Sub-
$20 Stocks to Buy after Inauguration Day with this in mind, InvestorPlace has rounded up five top stocks to buy in 2021 for rapid fire growth. Each company on this list represents a sustainable, long-term growth trend: Nine (NYSE:NIO) Stem (NYSE:STPK) Affirm (NASDAQ:AFRM) Canoo
(NASDAQ:GOEV) Momentus (NASDAQ:SRAC) Shares to Buy 2021: Nine Source: Sundry Photography / Shutterstock.com There is no denying that the Chinese electric car manufacturer Nio Nio already come a long way. Shares started in 2020 below $5 and are now trading for nearly $60. The company
has blown previous concerns it would take on cash, emerging as an innovative and fast-growing EV leader. So where does the company go next? As one of the best stocks to buy for 2021, many analysts are starting to raise their price targets. JPMorgan analyst Nick Lai just raised his price target to $75,
while Credit Suisse analyst Bin Wang raised his to $71. But InvestorPlace analyst Luke Lango is looking much more up ahead for NIO stocks, even to $150. That's because the company continues to deliver on its promises and chart a growth-filled course. In fact, Nine started the year with bold plans. It
unveiled its first all-electric sedan, giving it further leverage in its battle against Tesla (NASDAQ:TSLA). Not only is this then a great way to target another niche of the passenger market, it also comes with brand new autonomous vehicle tech. Investors should see the new ET7 as a milestone for Nine with
Battery, AV and Vehicle Design Progress. Now, Nine just needs a catalyst to get that $150 price target into the spotlight. CEO William Li has previously mentioned plans to expand outside China. During the summer he identified Europe as the next target market. Talk of expansion has gotten cold since
then, but bulls are still safe. The company recently started advertising for job openings in Oslo, Norway. If we get more confirmation of these plans in 2021, growth in rapid fire will be on the way. Stem (STPK) Source: Shutterstock Stem may not be a household name, but experts are convinced it is
changing the landscape of renewable energy. In fact, iconic Lemon Research said it's the most exciting alt-energy play since Tesla. It is highly commended and speaks to why STPK is one of the best stocks to buy in 2021. For unknown investors, Stem is an energy storage play currently trading through
blank-check company Star Peak Energy Transition. When the deal closes, most likely this quarter, it will begin trading under the ticker symbol STEM. So, what does Citron think of STPK stock? The company is one of the last clean pieces on energy storage to come public. Plus, it already has a head start
on the competition. Stem specializes in storage behind meters, which means it provides on-site storage options. The company began its growth path by owning batteries, software, contracts and services for these on-site storage options. But as the company comes public, it is moving into the front-of-
meter market. To do this, it is increasingly reliant on its Athena platform, a software that blends artificial intelligence (AI) with energy storage. Athena mainly allows customers to optimize energy use and lower costs. That's where Lemon really sees potential. In a recent note, the company said that Stem is



a leader in the AI-driven energy storage market and couldn't be better And perhaps most importantly, it seems that energy storage will come key as President Joe Biden targets $2 trillion in clean energy infrastructure investment. 7 Stocks to buy as the Biden presidency begins to look to the future, Stem
will offer rapid-fire growth if it can lean into this front-of-meter shift. Investors should also note that the company is looking to use its SPAC merger revenue to fund expansion in Europe, Japan and Canada. Affirm (AFRM) Source: Piotr Swat/Shutterstock.com One of the best themes Seismic Capital
President Eric White identified for 2021 is fintech and it's easy to see why. Fintech stocks have prevailed in recent months, continuing their disruptions of traditional financial institutions. PayPal (NASDAQ:PYPL) and its peers are beginning to embrace cryptocurrencies. These companies also led the way
with direct payments and small business loans as part of the CARES Act. And this disruption will only continue as names like SoFi and Payoneer will public. But a segment of the fintech market is particularly interesting right now. Buy now, pay later (BNPL) companies represent a new era of retail and the
latest IPO Affirm stands out in that category. Essentially, BNPL companies are the next generation of payment payment solutions. Not too sure to drop $100 on an online purchase? What about four interest-free payments of $25? Affirm says it encourages customers to buy more, supporting the retailers it
partners with. This has been especially true among Covid-19, especially as more retailers rely on e-commerce models. Current Affirm partners include Shopify (NYSE: SHOP), Peloton (NASDAQ: PTON) and Walmart (NYSE: WMT). According to CEO Max Levchin, a pre-PayPal executive, demand for its
solutions quadrupled in the first months of the pandemic. If this growth can continue, it will certainly be one of the best stocks to buy in 2021. So, what should fintech-hungry investors be looking for? As InvestorPlace Market Analyst Tom Yeung wrote, Affirm looks like a stock to immediately add to the
shopping cart. If the company can avoid traditional money loan risks, it has a massive growth trajectory. Look for it to add new customers as well as for their existing customers to grow as e-commerce blossoms. Canoo (GOEV) Source: Shutterstock Nine is not the only electric car stock promising big
growth this year. On the other side of the earth, startup Canoo looks set to be ready to transform transportation as we know it and will be one of the most compelling shares to buy in 2021. Canoo wants to change how cars look and how we buy them. It started on this road by rolling out plans for its
flagship passenger car. The company is rethinking what consumers want, creating more space for riders and adding fully customizable features. Instead of offering its Canoo at a fixed price, it touts a subscription model. Designed to lower the total cost of vehicle ownership and get into the heart of the
young, urban living the company believes it can monetize growing transportation trends. Importantly, Canoo also itself by moving into another niche of the EV market. Right as it began trading, the company revealed plans for a last-mile delivery vehicle. The multi-purpose delivery vehicle (MPDV) has the
same futuristic appearance. It also promises to maximize load capacity while reducing costs for customers. So, where is the growth of GOEV stocks? According to its own managers, MPDV taps huge EV potential with its focus on both last mile supply fleets and independent contractors. Plus, as
competition in the passenger EV space heats up, mpdv allows Canoo to soar on its own terms. Right now, the company needs to bring these vehicles to life and ultimately prove what it is capable of. If it can do that, GOEV stocks could soon hit the consensus $30 price target, bringing more than 70% up.
The 7 Best Stocks to Buy in the Dow Jones Today are also a more avenue for growth here. Earlier this month, we learned that Apple (NASDAQ: AAPL) was in talks with Canoo, either to acquire it or make an investment. These talks fell apart, but they represent a serious potential. Building on this interest
and attracting new big name partners would be a game-changer for GOEV stocks this year. Momentus (SRAC) Source: Alones/Shutterstock.com One of the most interesting themes to look at in 2021 may just be space. That's because Ark Invest just announced a new exchange-traded fund (ETF)
focused on all the space – and investors are paying close attention. Soon to trade under ticker ARKX, the fund promises to bring the up-and-coming space economy to the mainstream. According to Luke Lango, we are ushering in a new era that will see companies commercialize space like never before.
When they do, this space economy will grow to nearly $2 trillion by 2040, up 400% from today. The backing from Ark and its founder Cathie Wood, as well as analysts such as Adam Jonas of Morgan Stanley, ensure that this innovative sector will continue to heat up. Right now, investors can access clean
plays like Virgin Galactic (NYSE: SPCE) and Maxar Technologies (NYSE: MAXR). However, there is a lesser known play that stands out as a stock to buy. That company is Momentus, which is currently traded through Stable Road Acquisition during ticker SRAC. Momentus says it is the first company to
offer the infrastructure that enables people to flourish in space. These infrastructure services include last-mile satellite and cargo delivery, payload hosting and in-orbit service. In other words, Momentus wants to make space missions as simple as possible. Through a satellite-as-a-service business model,
or what some call a space-running car service, SRAC stocks promise to capitalize on the growing space economy and be one of the best stocks to buy in 2021. Plus, it looks like a very good fit to the ARKX ETF. On the date of publication, Sarah Smith did not have (either directly or indirectly) any
positions in the mentioned in this Article. Sarah Smith is a web content web content for InvestorPlace.com. More from InvestorPlace Why everyone invests in 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals his next 1,000% Winner It doesn't matter if you have $500 in savings or $5 million. Do this now. The
Entry 5 Stock to Buy in 2021 for Rapid-Fire Growth first appeared on InvestorPlace.Avoid makes these errors and you will enjoy a better financial life, says the money guru. People are entering a new era. Most long-term investors love passive income shares. That's why we are introducing seven Dividend
Aristocrats, or companies that have increased the base dividend every year for the past 25 years. According to statistics from the S&amp;Amp; P Global (NYSE: SPGI), Since 1926, dividends have contributed to about one-third of total returns while capital ization has contributed two-thirds. Therefore, both
sustainable dividend income and value-added potential are important for total return expectations. Over the past year, the S&amp;P P 500 Dividend Aristocrats Index has returned over 6%. By comparison, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) has increased by 5%. InvestorPlace – Stock Market News,
Stock Advice &amp; Trading Tips Solid companies with broad moats tend to be able to generate stable revenues and strong cash flows over most years, even in volatile times or recessions. In fact, many such companies are gaining market share at the expense of weaker companies that may simply
struggle to survive during economically tough times. At the same time, companies that consistently grow dividends are in fact saying they are determined to share the success of the business with shareholders. With that information, here are seven Dividend Aristocrats who deserve your attention in 2021:
7 Airline Stocks operated by Vaccine News AbbVie (NYSE: ABBV) Albemarle (NYSE: ALB) Automatic Data Processing (NASDAQ: ADP) Chubb (NYSE: CB) Emerson Electric (NYSE: EMR) Pro S&amp;; P 500 Dividend Aristocrats ETF (BACS: NOBL) Sys Pico (NYSE: SYY) Dividend Aristocrats: AbbVie
(ABBV) Source: Piotr Swat/Shutterstock.com 52-week range: $62.55-$113.41 1-year price change: Up 23.82% Dividend yield: 4.71% Illinois-based biopharma group AbbVie is our first Dividend Aristocrat. It has many research and development centers and manufacturing facilities globally. Several of its
therapeutic areas include eye care, gastroenterology, immunology, neuroscience, oncology, rheumatology, virology and women's health. In addition, its Allergan Aesthetics portfolio includes products, such as Botox Cosmetics, fillers and implants. The latest quarterly report showed non-GAAP adjusted
net income of $12.882 billion, an increase of 4.1% year-over-year (YoY). Net income of $2.31 billion represented an increase of 22.5% compared to the previous year. Adjusted diluted earnings per share were $2.83, an increase of 21% compared to the previous year. Cash and cash equivalents amounted
to 7.89 Dollars. CEO Richard A. Gonzalez quoted, Results from key growth products – including Skyrizi, Rinvoq and Ubrelvy – continue to track ahead of our expectations, our aesthetics portfolio portfolio is a strong V-shaped recovery, our hematologic-oncology franchise delivers double-digit growth and
we're advancing many attractive late stage pipeline programs. The company has in-demand therapies and products that contribute to revenue growth. AbbVie's pipeline also deserves attention. I would consider any drop in price as an opportunity to buy the shares. Albemarle (ALB) Source:
IgorGolovniov/Shutterstock.com 52-week range: $48.89-$187.25 1-year price change: Up 124.84% Yield: 0.89% Charlotte, North Carolina-based Albemarle produces specialty chemicals used in a wide range of products manufactured by pharmaceutical companies, agricultural companies, water
treatment companies, electronics manufacturers, refineries, and others. In 2020, Albemarle caught the attention of investors because it is the industry leader in lithium, which is used to make electric vehicle (EV) batteries. Consumers' love of electric cars translated into a jump in the ALB share price.
Investors believe that the new administration in Washington will continue to provide tailwinds for the renewable energy sector. Q3 results announced in early November showed net sales of $747 million, down 15% over the previous year. Net income was $98.3 million and decreased by 36.6%. Adjusted
diluted earnings per share of $1.09 showed a decline of 28.8% compared to the previous year. CEO Kent Masters said: We now expect to realize approximately $80 million in cost savings this year and to reach an annual savings ratio of $120 million or more by the end of 2021. We expect these savings
will represent a first wave of ongoing operational improvements that will reap remarkable benefits for the company. 8 Indian stocks that belong on your international Radar ALB stock's forward P/E and P/S ratios are 48.39x and 6x, respectively. As a result of the recent run-up in price, valuation metrics are
overloaded. Potential investors may consider investing around $170. Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Source: Shutterstock 52-week range: $103.11-$182.32 1-year price change: Down 7.87% Dividend yield: 2.31% Roseland, New Jersey-based Automatic Computing provides cloud-based human capital
management (HCM) solutions such as human resources (HR) payroll, tax and administration benefits, as well as business outsourcing services. The company tends to generate steady, recurring revenue. But 2020 has also posed challenges due to job losses stateside, which has meant revenue loss for
the group. According to the latest quarterly statistics, revenue came in at $3.5 billion, down 1% from the previous year. Adjusted net income of $605 million showed an increase of 4%. Adjusted diluted earnings per share were USD 1.41 and increased by 5%. CFO Kathleen Winters commented, Our first
quarter exceeded our expectations across the board... While we still expect to face headwinds over the course of the year, we will continue to look for ways to drive strong performance in both the near and long term. Forward P/E and P/S ratios are 27.9x and 4.81x, respectively. Despite the recent decline
in I think the shares are still richly valued for the current environment. A potential decline would improve the safety margin. Emerson Electric (EMR) Source: Shutterstock 52-week range: $37.75-$84.44 1-year price change: Up 6.29% Yield: 2.44% St. Louis, Missouri-based Emerson Electric is a technology
and engineering company. The group focuses on Automation Solutions (manufacturing electrical components and providing services and training) and Commercial &amp; Residential Solutions (which includes heating, air conditioning and cooling). FY20 Q4 statistics released in early November showed
GAAP net sales of $4.6 billion, down 8% over the previous year. Net income was $723 million, up 1% on the previous year. Adjusted EPS came in at $1.10, down 4%. Free cash flow for the quarter was $1.02 billion and increased by 2 percent. CEO David N. Farr commented, Amid all the challenges, we
surpassed our second quarter return financial forecast in sales, EBITDA and cash flow... We also continued to invest and took bold steps to build on our innovation and technology footprint in the future, with three strategic acquisitions: U.S. Governor, Open Systems International Inc. progea. 9 Beginner
Stocks for the first time Investors EMR share forwardS P/E and P/S ratios are 25.5x and 2.99x, respectively. Emerson Electric's automation division currently has significant exposure to the traditional energy industry (i.e. But it is also growing its alternative energy (i.e. clean fuels and renewable energy
sources) companies. Any drop below $80, especially toward $75, would offer a good entrance to the engineering group. Chubb (CB) Source: thodonal88/Shutterstock.com 52-week range: $87.35-$167.74 1-year price change: Up 1.66% Dividend yield: 2% Chubb is one of the largest listed property and
accident insurance companies worldwide. 2020 has presented challenges for the industry. The pandemic, hurricanes, floods, floods and unrest have led to increased insurance claims. However, the company's operations were in the test of time. The latest quarterly results showed revenue of $9.46 billion,
up 4.6% year-on-year. Net income was $1.19 billion, an increase of 9.4%. Diluted earnings per share were $2.63, a 10.5 percent gain. Operating cash flow was $3.5 billion. CEO Evan G. Greenberg quoted, With strong and continuously improving underwriting conditions in most all regions of the world, we
grew P&amp;Amp;; C (property and accident) net premiums written 6.5% in the quarter in constant dollars, consisting of 10.8% growth in our commercial P&amp;Amp;Amp; C business and a 3.3% decline in consumer lines... we expect to increase our EPS through both revenue growth and improved
margins. The fact that Chubb was able to increase its premiums written in 2020 makes it stand out among I think the shares could find a place in most long-term portfolios. ProShares S&amp;Amp; P 500 Dividend Aristocrats ETF (NOBL) Source: Shutterstock 52-week range: $48.62-$81.96 1-year price
change: Up 1.31% Dividend yield: 1.25% Spending ratio: 0.35% Our next is an exchange traded fund (ETF), namely ProShares S&amp;P 500 Dividend Aristocrats ETF. It focuses on the S&amp;Amp;; P 500 Dividend Aristocrats Index consists of companies that have increased dividends for decades, not
just for 25 consecutive years. The fund, which began trading in September 2013, has 65 holdings. The fund's total net assets are approximately $6.2 billion. In terms of sector altimeander, the Industrials LED the ETF by 24.03%, followed by Consumer Staples (18.78%), and Materials (13.19%). The top
ten names, with approximately equal weights, account for about 20% of net assets. Albemarle, Exxon Mobil (NYSE: XOM), AbbVie, Walgreens Boots Alliance (NASDAQ: WBA) head of the roster. 10 Smart Stocks to Buy with $5,000 NOBL returned 6% in the last 52 weeks. I think any drop in the price of
the fund during this earnings season would make it a good buy for long-term portfolios. Sysco (SYY) Source: JHVEPhoto/Shutterstock.com 52-week range: $26-$84.12 1-year price change: Down 8.58% Yield: 2.35% Houston, Texas-based Sysco sells groceries and associated equipment to restaurants,
medical facilities, hotels and training facilities. It has about 57,000 employees in over 300 distribution facilities worldwide. The number of customers exceeds 620,000. Of course, 2002 was a difficult year because many of these customers had to scale back operations because of the pandemic. Sysco
released FY21 Q1 measures in early November. Sales were $11.8 billion, down 23.0% on the previous year. Non-GAAP net income was $173.5 million, down 66.0%. Non-GAAP diluted EPS was 34 cents, down 65.3% CEO Kevin Hourican said, Although our first quarter 2021 results continue to be
affected by the pandemic, we are satisfied with our overall cost management and our ability to produce positive free cash flow and a profitable quarter despite a 23% drop in sales. A potential decline toward $70 would offer better long-term value. In the coming quarters, as economies recover and cities
and countries return to normal, Sysco's business is likely to recover as well. On the date of publication, Mr Gecgil had no (directly or indirectly) positions in the securities mentioned in this Article. Tezcan Gecgil has worked with investment management for over two decades in the US and UK. In addition to
formal higher education in the field, she has also completed all 3 levels of chartered market technician (CMT) survey. Her passion is for options trading based on technical analysis of fundamentally strong companies. She particularly likes to set up weekly covered calls for income generation. More from
InvestorPlace Why everyone invests in 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals his next 1,000% Winner It doesn't matter if you have $500 in savings or $5 million. Do this now. The Post 7 Dividend Aristocrats Who Will Survive everyone first appeared on InvestorPlace.Investor's Business DailyAs
uptrend continues, now it's time to build build watch list and look for actionable ideas. Veeva Systems is the latest addition to the IBD Long-Term Leaders list. Shares of special-purpose acquisition company Churchill Capital Corp. IV (NYSE: CCIV) have soared over the past two weeks on rumors that the
company is set to acquire premium EV maker Lucid Motors. Such murmurs have neither been confirmed nor denied by either Churchill Capital or Lucid Motors. Still, CCIV stocks have more than doubled on merger chatter alone. Source: Shutterstock My two cents? Don't buy CCIV shares now. The rally is
based on rumors. Rumors are dangerous. If they turn out to be untrue, Churchill Capital is just another run-of-the-mill SPAC, and cciv will plunge back to $10. And the reality is, none of us really have an insider's insight into whether Churchill Capital will merge with Lucid Motors. We all just shoot in the
dark. InvestorPlace - Stock Market News, Stock Advice &amp; Trading Tips Too risky for my taste. But, whenever Lucid Motors, the public — via a merger with CCIV or any other SPAC — will pounce on that stock directly. Lucid Motors is one of the highest quality plays on one of the biggest megatrends
of our lifetime. It's a potential 10X investment that you want to own for long time (to learn more about potential 10X investment opportunities, click here.) Sign up for Hypergrowth Invest and get your free special report here though, back to Churchill Capital stocks and Lucid Motors, let's take a deeper look.
EVs Are the future Electric vehicles are the future. At this point, it's a given. The entire car market is turning from gas-powered cars to electric cars. We are still in the early stages of this seismic change. EV penetration of total passenger car sales measured less than 5% in 2020. This percentage is
expected to rise 30%, 40% and 50%-plus over the next 10 to 20 years. The EV revolution is unequivocally one of the best investment opportunities of the 2020s. So far, this revolution has given birth to two huge winners: Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA), the EV pioneer with the best performing electric cars in the
world, and Nine (NYSE:NIO), Tesla's little brother in China. Lucid Motors will be the third major winner. Lucid Motors Is a Long-Term Winner The company is a luxury EV manufacturer that has assembled a team of world-class executives and engineers who have spent the last few years designing a high-
performance, super-slim electric vehicle called Lucid Air that – when launched – will compete with the Tesla Model S for luxury EV supremacy. Only on the surface does Lucid Air look amazing. Leather interior. Large iPad-like control screen. Full glass canopy front window that spills into a sunroof. Earthy
tones that make it feel even more environmentally friendly. Elegant and shiny exterior. Unique and futuristic spotlights. A logo that reminds you of a private jet company (yes, the design inspiration for Lucid Air was a private jet). The cover of this book to make some jaws drop. But it's not the look of the Air
that excites me, or will get lots of consumers to buy it over the Tesla Model S. Rather, it's two great performance features: unmatched driving range and lightning-fast charging times. The top shelf model of Lucid Air has 517 miles of driving range, which tops the driving ranges of Tesla's longest-range cars
and marks the new gold standard in the EV industry. At the same time, thanks to a unique onboard charging device dubbed Wunderbox, each Lucid Air has hyper-fast charging capabilities. With the right charger, Lucid cars can charge up to 300 miles in just 20 minutes – an industry record low time of at
least 10 minutes. On top of these two huge performance benefits, Lucid Air is also equipped with a state-of-the-art DreamDrive semi-autonomous driving platform and is hyperconnected with smartphones (the phone basically acts as your key and all-in-one controller). Long story short, the Lucid Air is legit.
It's the next big thing in the premium EV world. Lucid Motors will sell a lot of Lucid Air vehicles over the next few years, will develop a strong brand around this first generation of luxury EVs, and then leverage this brand to launch new vehicles at equal demand in the following years. It is a winning recipe
that Tesla pioneered, and which Lucid Motors will follow with great success. Wait for Confirmation The only problem? Lucid Motors is not equal to CCIV stock. Right now, the price action around CCIV stocks — that's more than doubled in two weeks — strongly means that the market thinks the Lucid
Motors merger is a done deal. No, it's not. Sure, the deal could be done. If and when it does, I'll start pounding on the table about CCIV layers. But until then, there is simply too much speculation surrounding this SPAC. To this end, patience seems like the right way forward here. Bottom Line at CCIV
Stock Lucid Motors is a long-term winner with 10X upside potential in the 2020s (to learn more about potential 10X investment opportunities, click here.) But CCIV stock is not yet representative of Lucid Motor's disruptive and promising business, nor is there any guarantee that it will be anytime soon. So
do not rush into this name on rumors. Wait for confirmation. Then, either forget cciv stock if the merger falls through, or buy CCIV stock if the merger gets confirmed. Either way, keep a close eye on Lucid Motors, and buy shares in the company when it finally comes public. On the date of publication, Luke
Lango did not have (either directly or indirectly) any positions in the securities mentioned in this article. The new daily 10X Stock Report: Dozens of triple-digit winners, top wins as high as 926%... 1,326%... and 1,392%. InvestorPlace's bold new initiative delivers a breakthrough share recommendation
every trading day, targeting profits of 5X... 10X... 15X and beyond. Now, for a limited time, you can come in for just $19. Click to find out how. In addition, you can sign up for Luke's free Hypergrowth Investing newsletter. Newsletter. here to register now. More from InvestorPlace Why everyone invests in
5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals his next 1,000% Winner It doesn't matter if you have $500 in savings or $5 million. Do this now. Do not buy CCIV stock now. But Pounce at lucid motors fusion first appeared InvestorPlace.As the world's energy grid expand, the complexity of the systems required
to support these networks is growing in parallel. Investors Business Daily Stock Market is riding a bullish wave, but here comes a tsunami of earnings, led by Apple and Tesla. With the Nasdaq extended, here's what to do. Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) on Friday sued a former employee over allegations of
stealing trade secrets. What happened: The electric car manufacturer accuses Alex Khatilov of stealing more than 6,000 files with program code. The suit was filed in a U.S. District Court in California.Khatilov is a software engineer who worked at Tesla for under two weeks late last year and early this
year. Tesla claims that he immediately started uploading source code when he took the job. Khatilov says he uploaded files to Dropbox so he could access them on his personal computer and that he didn't know it was forbidden to use Dropbox. He says he doesn't share the files with anyone. Why it
matters: The code is used for back-end business and automation processes that Tesla says could be used by competitors. Tesla has a track record of aggressively going after former employees for stealing trade secrets. Trading Action: Tesla shares closed at $846.64 on Friday, up 0.2%. See more from
Benzinga * Click here for options trading from Benzinga * Tesla is taking legal action against Chinese News Outlet over report on Sweatshop Terms At Shanghai Gigafactory: Global Times * Tesla Searches for Director, staff it plans to set up Design Studio in China: Reuters(C) 2021 Benzinga.com.
Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Saying goodbye to some of your student debts can come at a huge price. Quantum computers, when fully scaled, could lead to breakthroughs on many fronts — medicine, finance, architecture, logistics. Every week Benzinga conducts a
survey to gather feelings about what traders are most excited about, interested in, or thinking about when managing and building their personal portfolios. This week we asked the following question related to stock cruise lines:Over the next year, will cruise line stocks have the biggest percentage gain? *
Carnival Corp. (NYSE: CCL) * Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (NYSE:RCL) * Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd. (NYSE: NCLH)Survey says About 38% of traders and investors back Carnival to grow the most by 2022. Carnival operates in virtually every major holiday destination worldwide. Carnival's
cruises were completely closed for most of 2020 due to the pandemic and will to remain suspended for at least a few months by 2021, as well. The stock dropped 57.2% in 2020.Next, 33% of think Royal Caribbean will win the most. Like Carnival, Royal Caribbean acts as a global cruise vacation
company. The company's mainstay brands include Royal Caribbean International, Celebrity Cruises, Azamara and Silversea Cruises.Meeanwhile, traders and investors were least confident in Norweigan's growth prospects over the next year, as 29% of respondents told shares in Norweigan it would grow
the most in 2021.Norwegian shares dropped an almost identical 56.2% in 2020 for almost identical reasons that Carnival and Royal Caribbean shares trailed. As far as other travel stocks are concerned, low-cost fare models in the spirit of Spirit Airlines Incorporated (NYSE: SAVE), JetBlue Airlines
Corporation (NASDAQ: JBLU) or Southwest Airlines Co. (NYSE: LUV) have the potential to lead demand for travel as the pandemic subsides. As the U.S. and global economy recover, and if vacations were to return by summer 2021, budget-conscious travelers could first seek accommodation from the
most affordable cruise lines. This survey was conducted by Benzinga in December 2020 and included responses from a diverse population of adults 18 years of age or older. Selecting the survey was entirely voluntary, with no incentive for potential respondents. The study reflects results from over 500
adults. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trading from Benzinga * Benzinga Named One Of The Top Detroit Startup, Tech Companies For 2021 * Will FuelCell, Plug Power Or Blink Charging Stocks Grow The Most by 2022? (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment
advice. All rights reserved. Investors and non-investors alike admire Warren Buffett's extraordinary success in business. One of the most important strategies the Oracle of Omaha follows is to buy stocks when they are trading at selling prices. That is, undervalued stocks. Buffett and his team hunt for
these, because sound stocks under pressure will reward holders when prices recover. When it comes to not paying too much, most of us already do it in our daily lives. Before most people buy a car, they research its value. Although it is not a complete match, the information gives an indication. The more
research the buyer does in advance, the better. Applying this method to identify undervalued stocks can become automatic for investors. All it takes is patience and practice. InvestorPlace – Stock Market News, Stock Advice &amp; Trading Tips 7 Great Sub-$20 Stocks to Buy After Inauguration Day Here
are 7 undervalued stocks that can perk up under Democratic leadership: Apple (NASDAQ: AAPL) Alibaba (NYSE: BABA) General Motors (NYSE: GM) Allstate (NYSE: ALL) Cisco Systems (NASDAQ: CSCO) Qualcomm (NASDAQ: QCOM) Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) With the transition of power to
President Biden , we can expect a serious change in domestic policy in the coming years. These companies are well positioned for profit. Shares: Apple (AAPL) Source: WeDesing/Shutterstock.com Shutterstock.com to see one of the most valuable companies in the world on this list? Well, don't be. The
stock market does not assess stocks solely by how much money the company has in its accounts around the world. Many analysts agree that the value of AAPL stocks is more than current prices. In addition, there are compelling reasons to own this stock. Yes, Apple has very deep pockets. But it also
has a stable of attractive products that have an impressively loyal following. Many of these fans are expected to trade their older iPhones for Apple's latest version. This smartphone will also allow users to access 5G communications networks that are installed across the country. InvestorPlace author Tyler
Craig recently explained why Apple is an attractive for stock to buy. Alibaba (BABA) Source: Nopparat Khokthong / Shutterstock.com Alibaba is a massive company engaged in e-commerce and cloud services. This company is an increasingly diversified business. But the share price is currently subdued.
The United States and China have been in a trade war for much of the last four years. A recent volley was a threat to delist several China-based companies from U.S. exchanges. In addition, new legislation aims to force Chinese companies to comply with U.S. audit guidelines to remain on U.S.
exchanges. While investors need to monitor geopolitical currents, I agree with my InvestorPlace colleague Wayne Duggan that Alibaba will not be delisted here. He writes in a recent article that too many leading U.S. institutions are heavily invested in BABA stock for that to happen. 7 Great Sub-$20
Stocks to Buy after Inauguration Day Alibaba is a well-to-do company serving a growing market. It's a clear buy on the dip. General Motors (GM) Source: Katherine Welles/Shutterstock.com U.S. automakers have been in a slump for a while now, including General Motors. As a result, stock prices are
depressed. But the company, which was restructured under bankruptcy protection during the Great Recession, was nimg enough to continue its forward-looking even during the novel coronavirus pandemic. This work has GM on the cusp of several electric vehicles. Yes, this legacy automaker is poised to
compete with names more associated with EVs, such as Elon Musk's groundbreaking Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA). In fact, GM is speeding up its schedule for launching electric cars. The company plans to have 30 EV models by 2025, according to Car and Driver magazine. This means that investors can buy
shares in an undervalued yet established company competing in the EV revolution. Allstate (ALL) Source: thodonal88/Shutterstock.com Next on our list of undervalued stocks is Allstate, a leading insurance company in the United States since it was launched by Sears back in 1931. Thanks to the
company's consistent advertising, Allstate enjoys huge name recognition. And fortunately for Allstate, the company was spun off by Sears in the mid-90s and a slow death of parasites that destroyed Sears. Allstate is known for customer service and a great great agents. These days, however, all stocks
are on sale. It is trading below price targets set by several analysts who follow the Illinois-based company. Nevertheless, the company has performed well. Earnings per share for Q4 are estimated to be $3.69, compared to the $2.94 reported by the company in Q3. The median price target by analysts is
$122.50 per share, which is about 13% more than ALL's current prices around $108. 7 Great Sub-$20 Stocks to Buy After Inauguration Day In addition, ALL stocks currently pay a dividend of about 1.99%. Undervalued Stocks: Cisco Systems (CSCO) Source: Valeriya Zankovych/Shutterstock.com
Network specialist Cisco Systems, the world's largest hardware and software supplier, is trading below the average price target of $49 set by analysts who follow the company, per Tipranks., CSCO stock is rated a buy or hold. CSCO stocks are poised to rise as the global economy regains momentum
interrupted by the global pandemic. The company has a significant protective moat and is an attractive stock to own in a long-term portfolio. CSCO also pays a 3.17% dividend. In the longer term, Cisco is poised to deliver improved earnings with earnings per share expected to increase by more than 6
percent for 2021. A likely key tailwind is the aftermath of the SolarWinds (NYSE: SWI) hacking scandal revealed in late 2020. Cisco is seeing an increase in its business as companies look elsewhere. Cisco network software is an important alternative to the Solar Winds product. In general, Cisco is seen
as a stable entry in a volatile stock market. And as InvestorPlace contributor Faizan Farooque recently noted, Cisco's firewall and software-defined security products are more relevant than ever. Qualcomm (QCOM) Source: Xixi Fu/Shutterstock.com Another technology company that makes our
undervalued stock list is semiconductor and software creator Qualcomm. QCOM stock is one to watch as the company is also poised for a strong year. One reason: 5G. Qualcomm makes chip components that are key to 5G operations. And investors know we are in the midst of a global 5G
telecommunications rollout. A Motley Fool columnist recently wrote that Qualcomm is also attractive because demand for its 5G chipset expects it to increase. He also said that the company's valuation does not reflect the possibility. 7 Great Sub-$20 Stocks to Buy After Inauguration Day Also, 5G
conversion likely is not tied to the performance of the global economy. In other words, the expansion is expected to continue regardless. The world is ready to embrace the improvements offered in the 5th generation. Undervalued Stocks: Lockheed Martin (LMT) Source: Ken Wolter/Shutterstock.com
Defense contractor Lockheed Martin is the final company on our list of undervalued stocks. The company is positioned to take advantage of strong demand for its F-35 and F-16 fighter jets as well as its missiles and other defense and Lockheed reported strong Q3 figures in October, when earnings
estimates by 18 cents. Eps increased by 24% over the past three years. Aviation and space travel is expected by some analysts to be the fastest growth area. In addition to expected strong demand for its defense products, LMT stocks are holding appeal due to their dividend yield of nearly 3%. This beats
many income stocks. Writing in InvestorPlace recently, Bob Ciura recently described Lockheed Martin as a top blue-chip stock for dividend growth investors, as well as the rare certainty that bypasses the typical growth versus value trade-off. On the day of publication, Larry Sullivan held a long position in
AAPL. Larry Sullivan is a veteran journalist in Florida who has covered banking and finance for years. He is a former investment editor at U.S. News &amp; World Report in Washington D.C and began writing for InvestorPlace in 2020. More from InvestorPlace Why everyone invests in 5G All WRONG
Top Stock Picker reveals his next 1,000% Winner It doesn't matter if you have $500 in savings or $5 million. Do this now. The Entry 7 Undervalued Stocks that could cheer up under Democratic leadership first appeared on InvestorPlace.In in 1994, William Bengen published a paper saying that retirees
should start withdrawing 4% of their assets annually, increase the distribution each year of the inflation rate and balance annually, and that their portfolio would last at least 30 years. Barron's Retirement caught up with him recently to talk about his rule of thumb. Quantum computer breakthroughs will
change our lives in unexpected ways. EVgo, the wholly owned subsidiary of LS Power, which owns and operates public fast chargers for electric vehicles, has reached an agreement to become a publicly traded company through a merger with the special acquisition company Climate Change Crisis Real
Impact I Acquisition Corporation. The combined company, which will be listed under the new ticker symbol EVGO, will have a market valuation of $2.6 billion. LS Power and EVgo management, which currently owns 100% of the company, will roll all their equity into the transaction. Here are the best stocks
to buy in each market sector. Heading into an uncertain and potentially volatile year like 2021, one of the best ways for investors to protect their portfolios is through the power of diversification.* Benzinga has examined the outlook of many investors' favorite stocks over the past week. * This week's bullish
talks included aerospace, automakers and pharmaceutical giants. * A leading semiconductor maker and a struggling retailer were among the bearish calls. In a week when much of the nation's attention was on the inauguration of the new president, the main U.S. indexes saw gains, led by the Nasdaq's
more than 4% increase. The new administration came out swinging, and it seemed the markets were optimistic. A tech giant even offered to help the administration. Meanwhile, the earnings reporting season was in full swing, giving one winner and another last but it it it disappointments, too. Elsewhere in
corporate America, an aerospace giant made a big profit, the big automakers were positioning themselves for the future, and another video streaming option is preparing to launch. Bitcoin investors saw the cryptocurrency plunge last week as well. Through it all, Benzinga continued to examine the outlook
for many of the stocks most popular with investors. Here are some of the last week's most bullish and bearish posts that are worth a look. Bulls Priya Nigam's Berenberg Upgrades Boeing On 737 Max Prospects discusses how the worst seems to be in the rearview mirror for the 737 Max and what it means
for Boeing Co. (NYSE:BA) going forward. See why the cash generation should greatly improve beginning 2022.A good week for Ford Motor Company (NYSE:F) got even better on Friday when the stock got a big upgrade from a big-name Wall Street bank. Read more about it in Wayne Duggan's
JPMorgan Upgrades Ford: Incoming Tide of Hot New Products. Find out what factors are working in the car manufacturer's favor. Lilly Awash In Catalysts, Pipeline Updates, Mizuho says in Upgrading the Shanthi Rexaline examines why initial top-line data suggests the potential for its Alzheimer's
treatment to add significant upside to Eli Lilly and Co. (NYSE: LLY) story. Moreover, the uncertainty associated with the US presidential election is now in the past. In Jayson Derrick's 3 Fast Food Stocks to Own Right Now: Coffee, Pizza and Mickey D's, see why investors seeking exposure to the
restaurant space now might want to consider McDonald's Corp. (NYSE: MCD) and a couple of other champions of fast food experience. In DraftKings Could Beat Revenue Estimates By 25% Over Next 4 Years: Morgan Stanley, Chris Katje focuses on what the improvement in sports and internet games
means for shares in DraftKings Inc (NASDAQ: DKNG), according to the analyst presented. For further bullish calls of the past week, also take a look at the following: * After the hottest year on record, 3 Stock Ideas That Are Green for the Planet * Schaeffer's Investment Research: Top 2 Contrarian Stock
Choices For 2021 * JPMorgan On Finance Stocks In 2021: Why It's Bullish on Credit Cards, Cautious on MortgagesBears Shanthi Rexaline's 8 Intel Analysts On Q4 Report : Why some are looking difficult years ahead for chipmaker shows which analysts see earnings stagnation at Intel Corporation
(NASDAQ: INTC) and which project it will take years for the company to set right what's wrong. In Wayne Duggan's Lemon's Andrew Left says GameStop is 'Pretty Much In Terminal Decline', see why this famous short seller sees shares of struggling retailer GameStop Corp. (NYSE: GME) dropping to
around $20 apiece in the near future. MGM Resorts International (NYSE: MGM) is struggling with a complex corporate structure and it lags its peers in some respects, according to bearish MGM Analysts seeing less Sport Betting Upside opportunity for the Casino Giant of Priya Nigam. Beyond meat
Growth Story takes back the place to score Concerns by Jayson Derrick make it difficult to justify buying Beyond Meat Inc (NASDAQ: BYND) stock now, despite the company's long-term prospects. For more bearish takes, be sure to check out these posts: * Tesla, Bitcoin more likely to halve than double
the value In 2021: Deutsche Bank Survey * UBS On Internet Stocks: Chewy, Fiverr, Peleton downgraded to sell, Take-Two Interactive To NeutralAt the time of this writing, the author had no position in the aforementioned shares. Stick with all the latest news and trading ideas by following Benzinga on
Twitter.See more from Benzinga * Click here for options ranges from Benzinga * Barron's Picks And Pans: Exxon Mobil, GameStop, Intel, 3M, Toll Brothers and more * Notable Insider Buys Of the Past Week: Conagra Brands Plus Lots of Biotech Activity(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide
investment advice. All rights reserved. There is much to learn about China.Joe Biden has been inaugurated as the 46th president, just two weeks after Democrats locked down control of the Senate with victories in both Georgia Senatorial runoff elections. These events give dems control of both houses of
Congress and the White House. While their congressional margins are narrow - the narrowest possible in the Senate, where new Vice President Kamala Harris will have to cast tie-breaking votes in a 50-50 chamber - Democrats have the votes needed to push through their legislative agenda. And part of
that agenda is federal cannabis legislation. Don't expect it to happen right away, as Congress and President Biden will have plenty of other priorities to deal with first. But Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York, a leading politician in the Democratic progressive wing, promised state-level legalization in his
State of the State address - and as California, New York tends to be a trendsetter. In addition, Biden has tapped federal Judge Merrick Garland as his choice to lead the Justice Department; Garland is widely seen as centrist, but he has a legal record from the federal bench of respecting state-level
cannabis legalization regimes. [With] room for stock valuations to continue to move higher, we remain bullish on U.S. cannabis and believe that 2021 will be a crucial year for the industry... We believe that investors will increasingly benefit from better transparency in company-specific growth rates and
operational metrics by 2021 ... We're also looking for a continuation of state-led legalization initiatives, Cormark Securities' Jesse Pytlak noted. With that in mind, we used TipRanks database to take a closer look at two cannabis stocks backed by top cannabis analysts. These names received enough
support from the analyst community to earn a Strong Buy consensus rating. Aphria, Inc. (APHA) Headquartered in Leamington, Ontario, Aphria is one of the giants of the legal cannabis sector. The company has a market capitalization in excess of CA$4 4 and reported above CA$160.5 million in its last
fiscal quarter, one compared to the same period last year profit of 33%. That figure was a company record. The company announced in December a merger and acquisition agreement with rival company Tilray, a move that will create the world's largest cannabis company, with a market value of CA$5
billion. The agreement will ensure all Aphria shareholders receive 0.8381 shares in Tilray. The merged entity will operate during the TLRY layer when the move is complete. Meanwhile, investors can take comfort in Aphria's stock growth. The stock is up 124% over the past 52 weeks. A significant portion
of this profit has come in 5 weeks since announcing the Tilray deal; APHA shares have appreciated 58% during that time. Aphria has caught the eye of 5-star Cantor analyst Pablo Zunaic, who believes the company's prospects are [all] about what APHA+ TLRY can do in a rapidly deregulating cannabis
world. Zunaic added, The leading Canadian company (16% APHA rec share plus TLRY 4% share), with a burgeoning international entity (exporting to Israel, Germany Poland, Malta; production in Germany/Portugal; owned German distribution), plus side assets that may be useful depending on the shape
of future deregulation, should earn a premium... In line with these comments, the analyst rates APHA an overweight (i.e. Buy), and his CA$26 price target means a 59% upside potential from current levels. (To watch zunaic track record, click here) Zunaic is not the only analyst bullish on Aphria. The
company has 10 recent reviews, and their split is 8 Buys vs. 2 Holds, making analyst consensus show a strong buy. However, the recent stock appreciation has pushed the trading price above the CA$15.09 average price target; APHA shares are now priced at CA$16.32. (See APHA share analysis at
TipRanks) Trulieve Cannabis (TCNNF) Trulieve is a $52.3 billion medical cannabis company, operating in California, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. The company's headquarters are located in Florida, the country's third largest state by population, where it has a
market share of 51 percent in the medical cannabis sector. The rapid growth of medical cannabis has fueled a huge growth in Trulieve's share price over the past year. Trulieve shares have gained a truly impressive 296% over the past 12 months. Medical cannabis is a profitable and growing market, and
Trulieve's revenues reflect this. The company has reported a steadily increasing top line for the past two years, with the latest quarterly report, 3Q20, showing $136.3 million, a company record and a 13% profit quarter over quarter. Matt McGinley, 5-star analyst from Needham, sums up a bullish case on
Trulieve, and antckar: While our fundamental outlook for the industry and this company hasn't significantly changed to '21, the prospects for federal reform have as well as the outlook for financing as growth based on recent capital markets activity. As such, we we multiples will repace higher to more



appropriately reflect the industry's high growth rate. Unsurprisingly, analysts rates TCNNF an Outperform (i.e. Buy), and sets a price target of $60.50, suggesting that the stock will grow ~38% over the next 12 months. (To look at McGinley's track record, click here) The Strong Buy analyst consensus rating
on this stock shows that Wall Street agrees on the value of Trulieve. The rating is based on 6 unanimous Buy reviews. The average price target of $49.49 indicates an upside of ~13% from the current trading price of $43.93. (See Trulieve stock analysis at TipRanks) To find great ideas for cannabis stock
trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRank's best stocks to buy, a recently launched tool that unites all tipranks stock insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are solely those of the analysts presented. The content is intended for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your
own analysis before making any investment. Investors Business DailyWhat is a dividend and which companies have the best yielding dividend? Read on for a primer on how best to approach this method of investing. Plenty of opportunities exist in the $1-trillion global cloud software market, but investors
should be wary of how they approach the space, according to Goldman Sachs. The Cloud Analyst: Kash Rangan initiated coverage of 12 cloud software stocks with the following rating: salesforce.com, inc. (NYSE: CRM) initiated on Buy, $315 price target. Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ: MSFT) initiated
on Buy, $285 price target. Workday Inc (NASDAQ: WDAY) launched the Buy, $300 goal. Adobe Inc (NASDAQ: ADBE) initiated on Buy, $580 goal. ServiceNow Inc (NYSE: NOW) initiated on Buy, $670 goal. Splunk Inc (NASDAQ: SPLK) launched the Buy, $240 target. Intuit Inc. (NASDAQ: INTU) initiated
at Neutral, $430 target. Snowflake Inc (NYSE: SNOW) launched on Neutral, $310 target. Elastic NV (NYSE: ESTC) initiated at Neutral, $190 target. VMware, Inc. (NYSE: VMW) initiated at Neutral, $150 goal. Autodesk, Inc. (NASDAQ: ADSK) initiated on Sell, $270 target. Oracle Corporation (NYSE:
ORCL) launched on Sell, $60 goal. Related Link: BofA reinstates coverage of cloud stocks, Name Top Picks For 2021Cloud Treatise: The big run in most software stocks has skewed Goldman's bullish coverage toward attractively valued, high-quality growth stocks, Rangan said in a Thursday opening
note. Salesforce, Workday and Splunk are likely to see improvements in their backlogs and an acceleration of free cash flow growth due to ease-over-year comps, the analyst said. Goldman is modeling 24% year-over-year FCF growth for Salesforce and 33% FCF growth for Workday in the second half of
2021.In additionally, Rangan said the market may underestimate the potential for Microsoft Azure revenue growth to bounce back after dipping below 50%, boosting total margins and profitability. We believe believe continues to be strong as Digital Transformation catalyzes Cloud adoption and drives the
sector, pandemic or not, the analyst said. The global cloud services market could be up to seven times larger than it is today in the long term as more companies digitize their business, he said. Benzinga's Take: The pandemic quickly accelerated economic digital transformation by forcing many
companies to adapt to a remote working environment. Some companies are likely to revert to their old way of doing things when the pandemic ends, but the vast majority won't. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options avs trade from Benzinga * Here's how much investing .000 In Morgan Stanley
Stock 5 years ago would be worth today * Citron's Andrew Left says GameStop is Pretty Much In Terminal Decline(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. The second revolution unfolds WorldwideOn CNBC's Closing Bell, Stephanie Link said she's not
worried about declining software revenue in IBM (NYSE: IBM) because she thinks a lot of bad news is already priced in. She says the company is very early in its transition from older business and toward faster growing segments like cloud, AI, blockchain and data analytics. The company has a new
CEO, who is an expert in the faster growing segments. In October, IBM announced a spin-off of the Managed Infrastructure Services division. This will result in a much simpler and faster growing business. Over time, Link IBM expects to become a higher multi-layered. Link believes that investors need to
give management time. She was very encouraged by the gross margin expansion and the $11 to $12 billion free cash flow that management announced. Link thinks 11 times earnings with a 5.70% return are very attractive. See more from Benzinga * Click here for option trades from Benzinga * 'Half time
Report' Selection For January 22: Apple, UCK And more (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. QuantumScape (NYSE: QS) stocks do not rise and fall. It gyrates as if it was dancing in a darkly lit nightclub after having a few too many cocktails. Source:
Tada Images/Shutterstock.com While the world suffered through 2020, QuantumScape stock went on a tear in the fourth quarter, gaining more than 600%. Then QuantumScape gave back much of its gains in January, tumbling 40% so far this year. InvestorPlace – Stock Market News, Stock Advice
&amp; Trading Tips Since QuantumScape is just not followed by Wall Street analysts, it is difficult to put these figures into context. I guess it depends on which road the wind blows on that particular day, which is a giant red flag. Volkswagen, Bill Gates backs company QS stock rose 55% when they
debuted in November after a merger with a special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) called Kensington Capital Acquisition. Under the terms of the deal, kensington $680 million and a $500 million private investment in public public (TUBE). QuantumScape loses money and has no clear path to
profitability. The company has about $1 billion in cash on its balance sheet, including Volkswagen's (OTC: VWAGY) $300 million investment, which is far from enough to scale up its manufacturing business. QuantumScape and the German car maker have a joint venture to manufacture batteries.
Microsoft (NASDAQ: MSFT) co-founder Bill Gates is also a backer of QuantumScape. Here's the company's warning, via its prospectus. We expect the rate at which we will incur losses to be significantly higher in future periods as we continue to incur significant costs associated with the design,
development and manufacture of our batteries. (And) as we expand our research and development activities; invest in manufacturing capacity, build up inventories of components for our batteries; increase our sales and marketing activities; develop our distribution infrastructure, and increase our general
and administrative functions to support our growing business. QS Lager has many twists and turns, Turns with close ties to Volkswagen, but is not necessarily a plus. As the Wall Street Journal noted, the auto industry's $50 billion investment in Volkswagen's ID3, which was supposed to be Germany's
answer to Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA), has been a debacle due to technical glitches that made features such as futuristic display panel useless. ID3 is also lagging Tesla in battery rail, an important metric for electric vehicles. QuantumScape's $19 billion market capitalization makes no sense for many
reasons, not least for its lack of profitability. According to the company's recent S-1 filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, QuantumScape's accumulated deficit was $701 million as of September 30. Its profitability path is not clear either, although its goals are certainly ambitious for its battery
development for Volkswagen and other automakers. We believe that our technology enables a new battery category that meets the requirements for wider market entry, according to the prospectus. The lithium-metal solid-state battery technology that we are developing is being designed to offer greater
energy density, longer life, faster charging, and greater safety compared to today's conventional lithium-ion batteries. Hype is based on incomplete data QuantumScape claims that its batteries can charge 80% in less than 15 minutes, less than half the time needed to charge a Tesla Model 3. According to
the MIT Technology Review, the batteries retain more than 80% of their capacity over 800 charge cycles, which equates to driving 240,000 miles. QuantumScape's claims are impressive, but they are based on a single-cellprototype and have not been independently verified. It's way too early to get excited
about the company's technology because the company will need lots of cells in any battery that it would develop. Tesla batteries have more than 7,000 cells in them. We need to need some tools that we do not currently have and develop the manufacturing process required to make these multi-layer
battery cells in high volume, the prospectus says. If we cannot overcome these developmental barriers in building our multilayer cells, our business is likely to fail. Legal challenges Several lawsuits allege that QuantumScape made materially misleading statements about its technology. That includes its
ability to scale up to the multi-layered cells required to power electric vehicles in the wake of a Jan 4 Seeking Alpha article that claimed the risks posed by the company's vehicles made them completely unacceptable for real-world electric vehicles. The article argued that it is unlikely that QuantumScape
would scale up its multi-cell technology. The company denies any wrongdoing. When an MIT Technology writer asked CEO Jagdeep Singh about the company's refusal to release its data publicly, he snapped: No offense, but we don't really care what you think, the people we care about are our
customers. They've seen the data, they've run the tests in their own lab, they've seen it work, and as a result, they put in massive bets on this company. The Bottom Line QuantumScape is garnishing a lot of attention. But the risks of buying QS shares outweigh the potential rewards. On the date of
publication, Jonathan Berr did not have (either directly or indirectly) any positions in the securities mentioned in this article. Jonathan Berr is an award-winning freelance journalist who has focused on business news since 1997. He has more luck with his investments than his beloved but underperforming
Philadelphia sports team. More from InvestorPlace Why everyone invests in 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals his next 1,000% Winner It doesn't matter if you have $500 in savings or $5 million. Do this now. The post secretive EV Battery Maker QuantumScape is a stock to avoid appearing first on
InvestorPlace.Big Tech has been in the news lately, and not necessarily for the right reasons. Accusations of corporate censorship have hit the headlines in recent weeks. While serious, this can have a useful effect – the public discussion about Big Tech's role in our digital lives is long overdue. And that
discussion will get underway just as Q4 and full-year 2020 financial figures are starting to come in Of FAANG shares, Netflix has already reported; the other four will release results over the next two weeks. So, the upcoming earnings will garner well-deserved attention, and Wall Street's top analysts are
already publishing their views on some of the market's key components. Using TipRank's database, we pulled up the details of two members of the FAANG club to find out how Street thinks each will fare when they publish their fourth quarter numbers. According to the platform, both have received lots of
love from analysts, earning a Strong Buy consensus rating. Facebook Let's start with the social media giant that has redefined our online interactions. Together with Google, Facebook has also brought us targeted digital marketing and advertising, and mass monetization of the Internet. It has been a
profitable strategy for the company. Facebook's market capitalization is up to $786 billion, and in the third quarter of 2020, the company reported $21.5 billion on the top line. Ahead of the Q4 report, which comes out on January 27, analysts are predicting revenue of or close to $26.2 billion. This would be
in line with the company's pattern, of rising quarterly results from Q1 to Q4. At the expected total, revenue surged 24% year-on-year, roughly congruent by 22% on annual profit already seen in Q3. The main metric to watch out for will be the growth of daily active users; this measure slipped slightly from
Q2 to Q3, and further decline will be taken as an ominous sign for the company's future. As it stands now, Facebook's daily average user number is 1.82 billion. Facing the pressure, Oppenheimer analyst Jason Helfstein increased his price target to $345 (from $300), while repeating an Outperform (i.e.
Buy) rating. Investors account for pocket ~26% profit should the analyst's thesis play out. (To look at Helfstein's track record, click here) The 5-star analyst commented, [We] anticipate 4Q advertising revenue will handily top Street estimates. We now predict 4Q advertising revenue of 30% y/y vs Street's
+25% estimate based on a regression of U.S. Standard Media Index Data (r-squared 0.95) and accelerate global CPM data from Gupta Media (4Q +35% y/y vs 3Q is -12%). In addition, we are very bullish on FB's e-commerce opportunity after talks with our controls and our first work conservatively
estimating Stores is a $25-50B opportunity vs. the current $85B was demolished. We believe shares currently traded at 7.1x EV/NTM sales offer the most favorable risk/reward in the internet large cap. Overall, the social media empire is still a Wall Street darling, as TipRanks analytics showcases FB as a
strong buy. This is based on 34 recent reviews, which break down to 30 Buy ratings, 3 Holds, and 1 Sell. Shares are priced at $276.10 and the average price target of $327.42 indicates a one-year upside of ~19%. (See FB stock analysis at TipRanks) Amazon (AMZN) Turns to e-commerce, we can not
avoid Amazon. The retail giant has a market capitalization of $16.5 trillion, making it one of only four listed companies valued over the trillion-dollar brand. The company's famous price is famously high, and has grown 74% since this time last year, far faster than the broader markets. Amazon's growth has
been supported by increased online sales activity over the year. Globally, online retail sales have increased 27% in 2020, while total retail sales slipped 3%. Amazon, which dominates online retail, is projected to end 2020 with $380 billion in total or 34% compared to the same growth, faster than global e-
commerce profits. Cowen analyst John Blackledge, rating 5-stars off of covers Amazon and is bullish on the company's prospects ahead of the earnings release. Blackledge prices stock Outperform (i.e. Buy), and his price target, at $4,350, indicate confidence in a 31% upside on a one-year time horizon.
(To look at Blackledge's track record, click here) We forecast 4Q20 reported revenue of $120.8BN, +38.2% y/y vs. +37.4% y/y in 3Q20 led by AWS, advertising, subscriptions and 3P sales [..] We estimate U.S. Prime sub growth accelerated in 4Q20 (reaching 76MM subs in December '20 and ~74MM on
avg in 4Q20), helped by pandemic demand, Prime Day in October, &amp; elongated shopping period, as well as 1 Day delivery [...] In '21, we expect strong top-line growth to continue driven by email (using COVID pull forward in grocery), adv., AWS &amp; sub company, Blackledge opined. That Wall
Street is generally bullish on Amazon is no secret; the company has 33 reviews on record, and 32 of them are Buys, compared to 1 Hold. Shares are priced at $3,301.26 and the average price target of $3,826 means it will grow another 16% this year. (See AMZN stock analysis at TipRanks) To find great
ideas for equities trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRank's best stocks to buy, a recently launched tool that unites all tipranks stock insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are solely those of the analysts presented. The content is intended for informational purposes only. It is very
important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investment.
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